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Introduction.
In this paper we study the von Karman plate model endowed with long-range memory. Our attention will be focused on the asymptotic behaviour of the solution as time goes to infinity. The von Karman equation is a large-deflection model in the sense that the vertical deflection of the plate may be large in comparison to the thickness of the plate. More precisely, let us denote by fl an open bounded set of R2 with smooth boundary F. We assume that the boundary is divided into two parts such that r = r0 U Ti with f0 nfi = 0, and F0 ^ 0.
(1.1) operator given by r i _ d2v d2u d2v d2u d2v
V ' dx2 dy2 dxdy dxdy ^ dy2 dx2'
The equations that describe small vibrations of a thin homogeneous, isotropic plate of uniform thickness h are given by:
utt -hAutt + A2u -f g(t -t)A2u(t) dr - [u,v] is the Airy's stress function. We may interpret Eq. (1.2) by saying that the stresses at any instant depend on the complete history of strains that the material has undergone.
By g € C2(R, M) we are denoting a positive real function and the constant /i is assumed to be in the interval ]0, ^ [. Recently, several research papers have been done on the von Karman model with dissipative effects; we can mention, for example, [1] , [5] , [6] , [16] and the references therein. They consider different types of additional dissipations. Puel and Tucsnak in [16] introduce a damping mechanism acting on the boundary.
Horn and Lasiecka in [6] introduce both a frictional damping and a nonlinear dissipation on the boundary. Chueshov in [5] introduces a frictional damping and Bisognin et al study in [1] the von Karman equations in the presence of thermal effects. In all of the above works, the exponential rate of decay of the solution is shown. But this is, as far as we know, the first time that viscoelastic terms are taken into account.
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The main result of this paper (Sections 3 and 4) is the uniform rate of decay to the solution of system (1.2)-(1.8).
We prove that the rate of decay of the solution depends on the rate of decay of the relaxation function. That is, when the relaxation decays exponentially, then the vertical deflection as well as the Airy's stress function also decay exponentially.
Moreover, if the relaxation decays polynomially, then the vertical deflection and the Airy's stress do decay polynomially. This shows that the memory effect is strong enough to produce the dissipation, which enables us to show that the energy decays uniformly (exponentially or algebraically).
Let us mention some other papers related to the problems we address. Dafermos in [2] proved that the solution to viscoelastic systems goes to zero as time goes to infinity, but without giving an explicit rate of decay. Lagnese in [10] considers the linear viscoelastic equation obtaining uniform rates of decay but introducing additional damping terms acting on the boundary. This is the estabilization problem, which appears in control theory. Uniform rates of decay for the solutions of linear viscoelastic plates with memory were obtained recently by M. Rivera et al [15] . Unfortunately the method used to achieve uniform rates of decay in that work is based on second-order estimates, which are time dependent in our problem.
Thus, the methods that have been used for establishing uniform rates of decay fail in the case of viscoelastic von Karman systems. Therefore, a new asymptotic technique has to be devised.
The method we use here is based on the construction of a functional C for which an inequality of the form jtC(t) < -cC{t)l+?
holds, with c,/3 > 0. To construct such a functional C we start from the energy of the viscoelastic equation. Then, we look for other functions whose derivatives introduce negative terms such as: -f |ut|2, -f |Au|2, etc. until we are able to construct the whole energy on the right-hand side with negative sign. Finally, we take £ as the summatory of such functions. Unfortunately, the above process also introduces terms without definite sign. To overcome this problem, we introduce a new multiplier (see Lemma 3.1) that allows us to get the appropriate estimates. Finally, we choose carefully the coefficients of each term of C, such that the resulting summatory satisfies the required inequality.
Let us describe briefly all sections in this paper. In Section 2, we prove the existence and uniqueness of weak solutions. Furthermore, we show some regularity results. To do this we assume that g satisfies Since the methods of Section 2 are quite standard we will only give a brief summary of the procedure. In Section 3 we show the exponential decay of the energy assuming that g satisfies additionallỹ cog(t) < g'(t) < -cig(t), 0 < g"(t) < c2g(t).
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Assumptions (1.12) and (1.13) mean that j«(l + t)~p for p > 2. All above constants Cj, i -0,1,2, are positive.
The notation we use in this paper is standard and can be found in Lions's book [12] .
Existence and regularity.
To study the existence of a solution of system (1.2) we introduce the following spaces: V := {v G i?1(fi); t) = 0on F0}, W := G H2(fl); w = ^ = 0 on r0| .
Let 0 < fj < We define the bilinear form a(-, •) as follows:
Jq \ dx2 dx2 dy2 dy2 \<9a;2 dy2 dy2 dx2 J ^ dxdy dxdy J Frequently, we shall use the Green's formula for A2:
Lemma 2.1. Let u and v be functions in ff4(J7) n W. Then, we have
Proof. From Green's formula we get
Recalling the definition of Bi and B2 and using
Jn dxdy dxdy jTl l\ dr) J V lU dv\ 1 our result follows. □ In this section we show existence and regularity of solutions of the von Karman equation. The proof will be organized as follows. First, using the Galerkin method, we prove the existence of weak solutions (see Definition 2.1 below). Then using elliptic regularity and second-order estimates we show the regularity of the solution. To simplify our analysis, we introduce the following binary operators:
Jo Jn dAdr.
With this notation we have Lemma 2.2. For any v e C1(0, T; H2(Q,)) we get
which shows the first identity. The proofs of the other two identities are similar. □ Another important Lemma is the following. 
Jn Jn
Proof. Suppose that u and w are C4(r2) and that v belongs to Cq(Q). Our result will follow using density arguments. It is not difficult to see that
dy dxdy dx dy2 J \dx dxdy dy dx2 J y A simple integration over Q gives the required formula. □ The definition of weak solution that we use in this work is given as follows. 
and satisfies the following identities: Moreover, if (f,g,h) £ Hk{Q) x Hk+l>2(Tl) x Hk+3/2{rx), then v £ Hk+4{ft).
Proof. See [13] .
Before proving the regularity result we establish a Lemma that will be useful in what follows. [«r.««KmdA < C£?(0,«t,wt)||uS||2.
Substituting the above inequalities into (2.15) and applying Gronwall's inequality we get is bounded in L°°(0,T; H1(£2)), (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) u% is bounded in L°°(0,T; H2(fl)), (2.17) v% is bounded in L°°(0, T; tf02(ft)). Note that as deduced in Section 2, the energy function satisfies v, ip) = ig' □ d2v -^g(t)a(v, v).
(3.1)
To prove the exponential decay we will denote by w = u -g*u. It follows that w satisfies: Ss(t) = |ff"Dw + \g'*u\2-(^J ff"dr^|u|2 dA^ , S6(t) =-^h i^g" n\/u + J \g' * Vu|2 -Qf g" dr^j |Vw|2 dA^ .
The point of departure of this study is to establish an energy identity given in the next Lemma. (.B2w)wt -(Biw dr.
=0
Now we will consider each term It. Using Lemma 2.2 we get h(t) = J lul2 dA~ 9'^^t f (9 * u)u dA + g'(0) J^{g * u)ut dA = \u\2 + 9 * uu + \ 9dr^j \u\2 dA-^gOu= Si(t) +mg>nu-9'(QHt) 2 2 Similarly we get that f |u|2 cM. in J2(«) = |g2(«) + h^-g' □ -g/(0^(t) fe |Vu|2 cL4. Now we will consider 73:
By symmetry we get 
Prom the above inequalities, Poincare's inequality, and the hypotheses on g we obtain dr dA.
h{t) < jtSi{t) + Ct {/ g{t)\Vu\2dA + gDVu^+£ J |Vu|2 dA, 
dt Jn
Since the energy E(t) is bounded, then we have that |H|^, < /n |Au|2 dA is also bounded. So, from the last inequality our conclusion follows. □ Remark 3.1. It is not difficult to see that there exists a positive constant C such that £{t) < CE(t).
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J n
We only prove the inequality [ \wt\2 dA < cE(t), Jq the others being similar. Note that wt = ut -g{t)u -/ g'(t -t){u(-,t) -u(-,t)}dr, Jo from which it follows that f \wt\2 dA < c < f \ut\2 dA + g(t) f |w|2 dA + g □ ul.
J u IJ n J n J Using Korn's inequality our conclusion follows. □ Let us introduce the functional J(t,w) := / (wtw + hVwt\'w) dA.
Now we are in a condition to prove the exponential decay of the solutions. Proof. Multiplying Eq. (3.2) by w, integrating over tt, and using the boundary conditions we get L {\ut\2 + h\Vut|2) dA -a(u, u) + a (^j g(t -t)u(t) dr,v^ (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) dt < -f \Av\2dA (3.10)
J n f (|wt|J + h\X7ut\2) dA -(1 -e)a(w,w) Jn + i gdr^g\Jd2u-J \Av\2 dA. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) Using Lemma 3.1 we find that =£(t) < -K0 IL (|ut\2 + h\Vut\2 + |Av|2) dA + a(u,u) + gD32u j .
v^ '
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